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Scarecrow range mod stardew valley

Featured range Adds highlight for the range of scarecrows, sprinklers, pumps, bee houses and Junimo cabins. Highlights are visible when the corresponding item is equipped or when a hot key is held down. This mod adds highlighting for the range of scarecrows, sprinklers, bombs, bee houses, and Junimo cabins. Highlights are visible
when the corresponding item is equipped or when a hot key is held down. Each element uses a different highlight color. Supports Prismatic Sprinklers (from the Prismatic Tools mod) and Deluxe Scarecrow. Install Install the latest version of SMAPI. Download this mod and unzip it to Stardew Valley/Mods. Run the game with SMAPI. How
to use ranges are automatically displayed when the corresponding item is equipped or when the cursor is over a Junimo hut. Press and hold one of the following hotkeys to display ranges without having an equipped item: RAll Range Highlights JJunimo huts HBee Houses SSprinklers WScarecrows Hotkeys and highlight colors are
configurable: When SMAPI runs the mod for the first time, it will create a config.json file in the mod directory. Edit the file to change the hotkeys or highlight colors. Support works with Stardew Valley 1.4 on Linux/Mac/Windows. Works in single player and multiplayer. There are no known incompatibilities, but if you have another mod that
also shows ranges (such as UI Info Suite) then each mod will apply its own highlight. The result is not horrible, but you probably want to turn off range highlighting in the other mod if possible. (You can do this from the game menu in UI Info Suite.) Credits: Jamie Taylor (1 votes, average: 1.00 out of 5)Loading... This content was uploaded
by website visitors. If you notice any errors, please let us know. What this mod is for: No need to say that Stardew Valley Mods is a great way to spend your free time. As a fan of it, you may have heard or already tried mods. With it you are able to update the game and get your own personal version. All you need to do is choose the file
you need and press the Stardew Valley Mod download button. Sounds easy? We like it to be simple. Try it yourself! Useful information: - How to install Stardew Valley Mods - How to Create Stardew Valley Mods - Download Stardew Valley Game - Stardew Valley System Requirements - How to Install SMAPI on Windows Tags: Deluxe
ScarecrowsLinux Mac WindowsSMAPIStardew Valley Mods Forums &gt; Presented by Chucklefish &gt; Stardew Valley &gt; Mods &gt; March 13, 2016. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Forums &gt; Presented by Chucklefish &gt; Stardew Valley &gt; Mods &gt; have a grandfather who owns a farm lot in a distant city. He's
dead and you ended up inheriting his old farm. It's time to get on with what started and go to that old town and run your old man's farm. This is precisely the plot of Stardew Valley Mods. Mods. Valley has become popular over the years as a fun and peaceful role-playing game. You can live life as a farmer growing crops, mineral mining,
crafting goods, and more. It is open and gives you a good sense of peasant life. A fantasy life of its own that would not otherwise be able to live. The game has become a window into a simpler lifestyle away from all the hustle and bustle of city life. However, if you want even more out of the game, there is no reason not to try to use mods.
What are mods in Stardew Valley? © In Stardew Valley nexusmods.com Photo, you can live your desired farm life and do just about anything. Whether fishing for Stardew Valley fish, growing Stardew Valley crops or getting to know local villagers. All these things are available at your fingertips. However, sometimes the game is not
enough for players to keep things interesting. That's why many games have built entire communities around creating mods. Mods are community-made modifications to a game. It can be changes in mechanics, assets, added features and more. These mods can be very small, changing only a small part of a game. However, other mods
can be quite large and ambitious. These mods can even change your entire gaming experience. Some mods will improve your game by adding more functionality. Items can be rescheduled to do more than they can by default. These are called utility mods. Other mods are used exclusively for aesthetics and a change of scenery. These
are called visual mods. Whether for images or utilities, mods add a lot of fun to your overall gaming experience. The best stardew Valley Scarecrow Mods Stardew Valley mods can come in all kinds of shapes, colors and sizes. They can range from function-centric mods to view-centric mods. However, what is similar in all of them is that
they actually bring creativity into view within a community. It's hard to believe that the kinds of mods that people have come to. Some mods may even surprise you. Check out our list to reduce the best Stardew Valley mods: 1. Junimo © Photo Animated Scarecrow by nexusmods.com If you've been playing Stardew Valley for a while, you'd
know a little bit about Junimos. They are forest spirits who have come to dwell within the Community Center. If you complete the Junimos packages, they will pick them up in exchange for an item. Once you've completed all the packages and upgraded your valley, you'll get a star. When all the stars have been given, the Junimo spirits will
finally leave the Community Center. These Junimos so cute that some people don't get tired of them. The good news is through the Stardew Valley mods; you can see more of them. Forest spirits decide to help you keep an eye on your crops. They come in the form of cute, inflatable Scarecrows replacing your normal scarecrows. Normal.
We even changed color with the seasons. By default, they come in green or pink during spring. When autumn comes, they turn green or orange. In winter, they will turn white and snuggle up in breads like a kitten and nap while protecting your crops. This was created by Sparrow in May 2019. It's safe to use, and mod only requires a
Content Patch and Content Patcher animations. Get it from Nexusmods here. 2. Best Mod © Photo nexusmods.com If you like custom patterns and better use, this mod is worth a look. This mod replaces your old boring sprinklers with others that have better range and design. Existing sprinklers will have an additional irrigation area. It's
one of Stardew's most useful mods because it makes your game so much better. In addition, this mod also adds custom patterns to your scarecrows. Choose from different sets of patterns to give your wreaked valley farms a fresher look. In addition to what we mentioned, this mod gives many other features to your game. Gives flexibility
to default sprinkler shapes so you can have more flexible designs. You can literally use any kind of shape. It also adds automatic balancing and increases manufacturing costs as the sprinkler area increases. You'll also see a highlight of its range when placing scarecrows or sprinklers. This mod even adds a way to cheat, but the author
leaves the trick for the most adventurous players. Stardew Valley mods will not be possible without the help of community creators. This was manufactured by Speeder in March 2016. It's pretty good and has had a lot of updates until December 2019. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 3. Replacing © scarecrows with nexusmods.com
Some people don't like the default scarecrows in Stardew Valley. They don't seem anything special. That's why people make numerous Stardew Valley mods that replace scarecrow graphics. One of which is the replacement of scarecrows from the bird feeder. This mod gets rid of the skin of your Stardew Valley scarecrow. Instead, it
replaces the look of your scarecrow with a bird feeder. Although, it's a little ironic that a bird feeder would respect the birds. Apart from replacing the graphics of your scarecrow, this mod doesn't really add much more. However, some people would like to opt for it as it does not change much of the gameplay. If you're just looking for a
design change, then check this out on Nexusmods. This mod is perfectly safe and was made by peudepeu in 2016. Get your Nexusmods here. 4. Fluffykins Scarecrow Statues © Photo by If you are a fan of statue gardens in other games, this mod is definitely one to check. Make your farm/vineyard look like a beautiful statue garden with
fluffykins Scarecrow statues. It's great, especially when you pair it with a mod that changes your aesthetics of the farm. If you find one that matches the theme, even better! This mod not only replaces your scarecrows with statues, but also replaces them with statues from other games. Ancient Nintendo characters, secret statues, 2 rodins
and a moai head are available as statues. Below is a list of new scarecrow statues: Bomberman Brain Bomber/Phantom Bomber of Bomberman 2 Darkworld/Bunny Link Fallen Caryatid Carrying Her Stone – Auguste Rodin Flying Man from Earthbound Harvest Goddess from Harvest Moon Link Megaman Pufferchick Torch Random Moai
Head Samus Aran The Bather – Auguste Rodin Zelda If you were wondering how to install mods, specifically this one, it's easier. This mod was made by Fluffykins in September 2018. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 5. Gotama Mod © Photo scarecrows and hats from nexusmods.com Stardew Valley mods can sometimes be subsused
when they are only under one theme. Some people may want to look for others who give many options depending on how they feel. If you want variety in a mod just install once, check out this scarecrow and mod hats. This mod comes with a variety of designs for your scarecrow. Designs range from Alice dolls to a purple cat statue. Not
only that, but it also comes with hat mods! There are so many cute ones to choose from, including headphones, rabbit ears, and more. You can customize your hats to the contents of your heart! In addition, they also have visual mods for horses. This mod was made by Gotama in July 2017. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 6. Halloween
Scarecrow © Photo by nexusmods.com In the Real World, people dress up for Halloween to celebrate the party. When it comes to the game world, there's no reason not to dress up and celebrate, too! Entering the Halloween spirit is easy with this Halloween Scarecrow mod. It is one of the Stardew Valley mods that come with a cute and
visual theme. Spice up your farm and give it a spooky Halloween look giving your scarecrows the feel of Halloween. You can choose from 5 iterations for your different scarecrows. These include a skeleton, ghost, carbon ghost, coffin with a bat, or a Jack-O-Lantern scarecrow. In this way, it can be said that they are not only kept away
from crows, but also souls from the dead. What a way to celebrate the party that enters the spirit in the game! This mod was made by exhaustedsunflower in October 2018. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 7. Harvest runes © Photo by nexusmods.com If you are a fan of Nordic stories, you should definitely take a look at the harvest runes
mod. It's one of Stardew Valley's mods that adds a little more life to Farm. If you use this mod, you replace your scarecrows with Harvest Runes. These runes are made of Jera, the Nordic rune that represents the harvest. With this mod, you can pretend to say that the rune runsa their harvest of annoying crows. Not only is it a cool mod,
but it's also seasonal, too. Change color along with changing seasons. The mod doesn't add anything other than making your scarecrow look cooler. This mod was made by thecouchwitch and madeggmods in November 2018. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 8. Embraceable scarecrows © Photo by nexusmods.com Farms can be
difficult to take care of even the game worlds. If only there was a more efficient way to get things done. Maybe you can delegate tasks to others? Well, how about delegating tasks to a brainless scarecrow? That's right, with this mod, your scarecrows can now be hugged for your animals. It's one of the game mods that are quite useful
when you don't want to do tedious tasks like petting animals. Install this mod and your animals will be petted every morning for nothing less than your scarecrows. Save some time and a little effort. This mod was made by bogie5464 in December 2018. Get yours from Nexusmods here. 9. Kitty scarecrow replacements © Photo by
nexusmods.com Calico, Nyan Cat, Black &amp; White, Grey, Orange, Exotic — there are all kinds of cats out there in the world. Maybe you're a cat person and you want to bring kittens with you in Stardew Valley. Alternatively, maybe you just want a little variety to the creatures in their fields. If so, you're definitely going to love these
adorable kitty replacements for your scarecrow! Stardew Valley mods can be fun and creative and this is no exception. Turn all your scarecrows into cute guard cats that meow on all those crows. Even rare crows will be affected to become cats on pedestals. You can have different breeds and colors according to your taste. The mod even
has the famous grumpy cat! This mod was made by Jinxiewinxie in March 2016. Check out and get yours from Nexusmods here. 10. Korea Hanbok Scarecrow © Photo by nexusmods.com stardew Valley mods tend to be made according to people's interests. This is especially true for visual modifications. Considering that, there are many
fans of Korean culture in the world. So it's no wonder to find a mod to replace scarecrows for people in Korean Hanboks. This mod is ideal for Korean fans or people who want to add an Asian feel to their farms. Overcome the boring look in the default scarecrows and add a little flavor to your experience. Make your people feel like you've
been transported to another time somewhere else. What's more, make your farm look like it's being guarded by the nobility of the old days! It's also twice as much fun if you've installed a Korean visual mod in Farm. This mod was made by RIRI7 in August 2019. Check it out and install your Nexusmods mod here. 11. nexusmods.com
Stardew Valley mods 'Fish Pond Craftables Scarecrow and Dresser' © Photo are ideal for redesigning Place. It's a fun way to make the game feel fresh and new, even if you're an experienced player. It also makes your farmland feel a little more personal. If you're looking for a redesign of much of your valley, check out the Misc Recoloring
Pack. Not only does it give you seasonal Totoro scarecrows, but it also redesigns your other assets. Something like an upgrade to the Stardew Valley house. This mod comes with a seasonal covered fish pond, 11 redesigned craftables, and more. These cute designs make your experience feel fresh and new. Comes with a mini-fridge,
work bench, wood chip, glass atrium, vanity, worm bucket, Jukebox garden pot, logs and an arcade system. It certainly gives your various items a makeover that makes your experience even prettier. This mod was created by Hesper in January 2020. Check out the many different options you have and get Nexusmods here. 12. Nightmare
© Photo by nexusmods.com Many people love pixelated RPG horror games. Although Stardew Valley isn't a horror game, it can feel like one if you find the right Stardew Valley mods. The Nightmare Unscrew mod turns your farm a little creepier with nightmare scarecrows. These include witches, ghosts and other demons and nightmare
creatures. Even the rare ones have a creepy glow for them if you add the updated CFR file. If you're afraid to play horror RPG games, the least you can do is at least make yourself feel like you're playing one! The Nightmare Scarecrow mod isn't just your average scarecrow mod, either. This mod gives you completely new elements with
animation and full scarecrow functionality. You won't have to worry about installing them as unused screens. To bring your experience to life, the creator of this mod didn't just skin the scarecrow's assets. They're brand new items you have to find. They will be on sale in different stores in several days to add to the sense of discovery. This
mod was created by Mel Noelle in October 2018. You can install yours from Nexusmods here. 13. OneSprinklerOneScarecrow © Photo by nexusmods.com If you want some variety to your gaming experience without going too crazy, check out this mod. Add a new sprinkler and new scarecrow to your game. It's not very great or too out
there. However, it adds a little to your experience. It's perfect for testing if it's your first time modding and you don't want to manipulate your game too much. However, the mod isn't just about that. It doesn't just add a sprinkler and a scarecrow. If you own at least one Haxor sprinkler and a Haxarecrow on your farm, you'll get a All the
hoarding dirt on your farm will be watered and you no longer have to worry about crows. This mod was made by Mizzion in March 2019. If you want to check it out, go to Nexusmods or click here. 14. Photo of scarecrows © owl owl nexusmods.com are you an owl enthusiast? Maybe you're a fan of birds? Either way, you'll want to take a



look at this mod that replaces your scarecrows with owls. The creator of the mod is a fan of birds and based the owl mod on the owl in the game. However, it's not just the same style. It is a series of different species of owls based on the season and who or how they are obtained. This mod is perfect for bird and owl enthusiasts who love
birds! Also, it's a great mod to have if you just want to change things a little bit. This mod was created by Ankokou in February 2017. Check out Nexusmods here. 15. Pam Scarecrow © Photo by nexusmods.com In case you didn't know, Pam is one of the NPCs in Stardew Valley. He lives in a trailer in Pelican Town and runs the bus when
it's fixed. However, you don't have to go all the way to Pelican Town just to see it. Stardew Valley mods can range from totally cool to frankly simply... why? And this falls somewhere in between. Pam's Scarecrow mod replaces your female scarecrow with Pam from Pelican Town. Now, you'll have Pam protecting your crops! This mod
requires Content Patcher and SMAPI. It was made by Pak RT in May 2018. To download it, check out Nexusmods here. 16. Range display for scarecrows and sprinklers © Photo by nexusmods.com It is difficult to measure the range when the game does not give you the range of your sprinklers or scarecrows. That's why this is one of the
Stardew Valley mods that are really useful. This mod shows the range of scarecrows, sprinklers, bee houses and junimo huts. The mod helps you calculate and organize your farm more efficiently. Therefore, you can ensure that all your crops are properly irrigated and will not be consumed by crows. In addition, your bee houses will even
be able to make special honey! It works in all available places where you can normally put these things in including the greenhouse. When you have the mod, all you have to do is press the right keys. The activation key (default is F2) changes through scarecrows, sprinklers, junimo huts, bees houses, all or none. The modifier key (left
control) can be used as you hover over the elements to see their range. Once you hold the items, their range will be displayed at the mouse cursor during placement. This mod requires SMAPI and was manufactured by Cat in May 2017. Check it out and install it on Nexusmods here. 17. Scare Sailors © Photo by nexusmods.com Sailor
Moon! In the name of the moon, I will punish you! I am the Pretty Guardian who fights for love and justice (and crops)! I'm Sailor Moon! Stardew Valley mods come in all shapes and sizes. Some even to live their anime fantasies. Whether you're a Sailor Moon fan or magic girls, this mod is a perfect fit for you. With this mod, you can live
your dreams of being protected by sailor explorers. Oh, no will be your crops protected from crows, but also from the Dark Kingdom! Imagine there's a dark kingdom in Stardew Valley, okay? In addition to replacing regular scarecrows, this mod also replaces your rare ones. Go from boring and weird to all your favorite Sailor characters.
Gather the entire squad and enjoy your new Sailor Moon-themed farm! This mod requires Content Patcher. It was made by keodau27 in May 2016. Install it from Nexusmods here. 18. Stardew Valley © Photo scarecrow highlighter nexusmods.com stardew Valley mods can be just about anything you want them to be. In this case, if you
just want to see the range of your scarecrows, check out this handy Scarecrow Highlighter. This mod highlights the radius of scarecrows when hovering over a scarecrow. It also highlights the radius when you have one about to place a new scarecrow. The mod also works when you press a button to toggle highlights to check the limits. All
buttons can be configurable, so you don't even have to stick with the default options. Scarecrow Highlighter was manufactured by Wretched Penguin in March 2019. This mod requires SMAPI v2.11 and is available on Nexusmods. 19. Silent scarecrows © Photo by Biggs87x YT Channel Sometimes interacting with scarecrows can be a
real pain. We know they scare crows because that's their job. With this mod, you don't have to see the same message over and over again. The Silent Scarecrow mod will make it impossible for you to interact with any of the scarecrows on your farm. If you are tired of constantly seeing I have found X crows or I scared X crows, this mod is
for you. It's simple, but it gets rid of a minor nuisance. However, it only works with the English version of the game. This mod requires SMAPI and was created by climaxius in January 2019. To download and install, check out Nexusmods here. 20. Tiny Scarecrow © Photo nexusmods.com stardew Valley mods can be useful in surprising
ways at times. Scarecrows are useful things to have when taking care of your farm. However, sometimes it's a little annoying when you can't see the crops behind them. With this, you can get your scarecrows moving out of the way so you can see your crops. What will remain is the head of the scarecrow or only the pole on which it is
built. While it's a little strange to see only the head of a scarecrow, it's certainly pretty scary. You'd be able to understand more why crows would be afraid of these guys! This mod requires Content Patcher and SMAPI v2.5 or higher. It was made by Fyn in January 2018. To download it, check out Nexusmods here. Conclusion Stardew
Valley mods are really participate in. They come in all shapes and sizes and are useful for a variety of things. Mods are useful when you want something that improves the game gives your farm new visuals. Scarecrows aren't the only things that can be modified either. Once you delve into the community, you'll even find mods that overha
overha overha over the entire aesthetics of your farm! Change your farm to suit an old Japanese village or give it an old European style. The possibilities are endless.  Endless. 
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